Wordscapes level 3880 answers
Wordscapes level 3880 in the Green Group and Aerial Pack contains 14 words
and the letters ACEHLN making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 40 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 45,171 words and 187,124 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
ACNE, CANE, CLAN, EACH, HEAL, LACE, LANE, LEAN, ACHE, CLEAN, LANCE, HENNA, LEACH,
CHANNEL.
The extra or bonus words are:
ELAN, CANEH, HAE, CANNEL, CHAL, ANCE, NACH, ACE, HAN, NANE, LAC, NAN, HEN, NAE,
NACHE, LAH, ECH, LANCH, ALE, CANN, CEL, ALEC, HAEN, ANN, EAN, NEAL, ANE,
LEA, CHELA, ANCLE, CAN, NAH, NANCE, CAL, LECH, ACH, HALE, HANCE, CHE, CHA.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 3880
ACNE - A skin condition, usually of the face, that is common in adolescents. It is ch
aracterised by red pimples, and is caused by the inflammation of sebaceous glands thr
ough bacterial infection.
CANE - The slender, flexible main stem of a plant such as bamboo, including many spec
ies in the Grass family Gramineae.
CLAN - A group of people all descended from a common ancestor, in fact or belief.
EACH - All; every; qualifying a singular noun, indicating all examples of the thing s
o named seen as individual or separate items (compare every).
HEAL - To hide; conceal; keep secret.
LACE - A light fabric containing patterns of holes, usually built up from a single th
read.
LANE - A narrow passageway between fences, walls, hedges or trees.
LEAN - To hang outwards.
ACHE - To suffer pain; to be the source of, or be in, pain, especially continued dull
pain; to be distressed.
CLEAN - Not dirty.
LANCE - A weapon of war, consisting of a long shaft or handle and a steel blade or he
ad; a spear carried by horsemen.
HENNA - A shrub, Lawsonia inernis, having fragrant reddish flowers.
LEACH - A quantity of wood ashes, through which water passes, and thus imbibes the al
kali.
CHANNEL - The physical confine of a river or slough, consisting of a bed and banks.

